2013 PYM middle school epistle

In the morning:

We had slideshows, stories and plays – the slideshow “images of God” was cool, and funny; we worked on performing short plays

Quaker jeopardy was “easy for people who actually studied”; we used what we learned in our skit

We worked on our skit “Coffee – The Musical II” – writing new words was fun; our favorite was “coffee maybe”; we left out the part where everyone fell out of their chairs and we added parts about Quakerism

In the afternoon:

We made beads and lanyards and wire animals

We went swimming and boating – we saw a bullfrog “as big as your foot”

We went climbing in the playground and swinging on the giant swing in the forest. We played “Lava Monster,” a game where the monster can touch the ground, but we can’t

The secret meadow was cool; no adults found it

Food was awesome. I liked the pasta and cheese sauce, some of us ate pears from the orchard; someone said “I drank too much tea”

In summary

The dance was just awesome”. One of us pretended to be a human-sized smurf.

Our skit for family night was hard to do because we didn’t have enough space.

We saw a lot of animals: ants that bit, turkeys and deer that weren’t afraid of people.

We are glad we came to PYM.